Plymouth State University
Department of Music, Theater, and Dance
Piano Monster Festival Teacher Seminar
with Dennis Alexander

Wednesday & Thursday, June 27-28, 2018

Sessions:

**Practical, Purposeful, and Plentiful** – Dennis Alexander will share his favorite teaching pieces at all levels –
Discover repertoire for festivals, motivation, competitions - something for everybody - **Dennis Alexander**

**Redistribution, Refingering, Rotation, Oh My!** What I Learned from Lora Deahl’s & Brenda Wristen’s
book: *Adaptive Strategies for Small-Handed Pianists* – **Christine Kissack**

**Navigating from Method Books to Repertoire, Technique and Theory** – How, when, why, and what
are the possibilities? - **Carleen Graff**

**Ukulele for Teachers** – Playing for pleasure and teaching ukulele in a group setting – **Ashley Paine**

**Share Your Favorite Solos/Duets with All Teachers**

**Discussion of Other Teaching Topics as Suggested by Teachers Attending**

Join Dennis Alexander and the Piano Monster Festival staff in a variety of Teacher Seminar
sessions. Observe the campers in their rehearsals and classes, perform in a multiple piano ensemble
with other teachers with Dennis Alexander conducting, and be inspired by a variety of
sessions just for teachers. Network with teachers in informal sessions through the two-day seminar.

- Registration: [http://go.plymouth.edu/pianomonster/teacher](http://go.plymouth.edu/pianomonster/teacher)

- Cost: $180 includes room & board, workshop sessions, concerts

- **Registration deadline: June 12, 2018**

- For more information contact Carleen Graff at
carleeng@plymouth.edu 603-535-2313